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Figure 1: Two examples of embellished charts and abstracted versions of the embellishments.
Abstract
As data visualization becomes further intertwined with the field of graphic design and information graphics,
small graphical alterations are made to many common chart formats. Despite the growing prevalence of these
embellishments, their effects on communication of the charts’ data is unknown. From an overview of the design
space, we have outlined some of the common embellishments that are made to bar charts. We have studied the
effects of these chart embellishments on the communication of the charts’ data through a series of user studies on
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk platform. The results of these studies lead to a better understanding of how each chart
type is perceived, and help provide guiding principles for the graphic design of charts.

1. Introduction
In recent years, advertisers, news organizations, non-profits,
and even government agencies have begun to use information graphics to advertise and communicate their messages.
These groups use information graphics (commonly called
infographics), to convey data or other information to audiences on the internet or in print publications. Infographics are primarily distributed using blogs and social media,
but they are also printed in newspapers or magazines, or
embedded in other types of websites. Initially, infographics
were very effective at increasing view counts. While they are
still exremely effective at driving pageviews, the novelty has
worn off and quality of design, as well as having interesting
content, has become increasingly important. Data visualizations are often used heavily in these graphics, but they also
usually incorporate design elements to help catch viewers’
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eyes. In the struggle to rise to the top of the crowd, the data
visualizations in infographics often are embellished with additions and modifications to the raw chart (Figure 2). When
these creative changes are made to charts, the general consensus is that they can make charts less effective at communicating information. But most of these creative tweaks have
never been tested to see how they affect the communication
of the data in the charts.
Common wisdom says that many of these embellishments
harm the communication of the data by damaging, impeding,
or distracting from the pure visual representations of the data
(often referred to as chartjunk [TGM83]). For example, bar
charts with rounded tops or pointed triangles dont have a
horizontal line to help hold the edge of the figure. This may
make it harder to see the value represented by the bar, but
perhaps there are other ways our visual system is interpret-
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(a) Rounded ends bar chart.

(b) Capped bar chart.

(d) Quadratically increasing area bar chart.

(c) Overlapping triangles bar chart.

Figure 2: A sampling of charts used in infographics, taken from examples found on Visual.ly [Vis14b].

ing the features of a bar chart. Maybe some changes could
even improve our ability to perceive the data in the charts.
Our work measures the impact of a set of common embellishments on the communication of the data in the chart. The
results suggest that some embellishments are better than others, and allow us to offer advice on which embellishments
are appropriate to use in which situations.

2. Related Work

This paper discusses related work and gives an overview
of the embellishment design space before delving into the
study materials, procedure, and results. We conclude with a
discussion of the implications of our findings, some advice
for designers, and a summary of the research.

Despite their increasing prevalence in infographics, chart
embellishments have typically been viewed as decreasing a
chart’s ability to communicate the data involved. Edward
Tufte has been one of the major drivers behind this point
of view, coining the term “chart junk” to describe embel-

Tools like Datavisual [Woo14], RAW [Des14], Infoactive [Chi14], Visage [Med14], Plotly [Plo14], or
Lyra [SH14] make it possible for non-technical designers to
build visualizations. These tools often allow the user to export files that are then easy to edit further in design programs
like Adobe Illustrator.

c 2015 The Author(s)
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lishments, and calling them non-data-ink or redundant dataink [TGM83]. Despite a general lack of empirical evidence
supporting this negative view on chart embellishments, it has
driven a culture of design simplification and sterilization in
the data visualization community. Tufte’s writings encourage this approach of reducing the data/ink ratio. This may be
a good rule of thumb, but it fails to address the real salient
features of a chart. By this measure, bars in a bar chart would
be better if they were reduced to a single-pixel wide line.
There is a balance to be struck between simplicity and practicality, and work by others has begun to investigate this. The
work on memorability by Borkin et al. [BVB∗ 13] and Borgo
et al. [BARM∗ 12] is beginning to decompose capabilities of
charts to achieve different tasks with a focus on memorability and concept comprehension. However, being memorable
and comprehensible are not the only goals for a chart; it is
also important to communicate data accurately.
In the midst of the controversy, websites like
Visual.ly [Vis14b], Visualizing.org [Vis14a], Dadaviz.com [dad14], or ILoveCharts [ILo14] have brought
data visualizations merged with design into the public
spotlight. They are proof of the increasing occurrences of
design merged with data visualization, and their showcases
are rife with embellished charts. This points to a stark divide
between what is done in practice, and what is encouraged
by the theoretical side of the community.
It is clear that an evaluation of embellished charts would
provide tangible proof of the impact of designers’ creativity.
There are well established ways to evaluate charts. Cleveland and McGill performed seminal work in 1984 with their
studies exploring differences between bar and pie charts for
different tasks [CM84]. Specifically, the bar chart portion of
their study selects a confounding factor (distance between
bars) and examines how that factor has an impact on the
chart’s performance for a given task (comparison between
bars). They used the results of this to determine best practices when selecting which chart type to use for a given task.
Their study has been replicated by Heer et al. using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [HB10], an internet based platform
for sourcing work for any scale of human intelligence tasks.
Other groups have proven the platform is good for studies
on perception [KZ10] and visual decisions [KLcKY11]. The
scalability, price, and relatively automated process that Mechanical Turk provides make it an attractive platform for running browser-based user studies.
The work that comes the closest to evaluating the communication abilities of embellished charts mostly addresses
memorability. Research from Bateman et al. have suggested that people can still interpret embellished charts accurately [BMG∗ 10], and that embellishments may actually improve memorability [BVB∗ 13]. Other research suggests that
charts embellished with semantically meaningful objects can
have an impact on working memory, long term memory, visual search, and concept grasping [BARM∗ 12]. This study,
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however, also focuses on memorability, not on accuracy of
communication.
There is a body of work that specifically investigates the
perception of bar charts. Talbot et al. have taken Cleveland and McGill’s study and delved deeper into the questions of how different bar chart configurations impact accuracy [TSA14].
There has been another study that looked at the impact
of similar design changes on perception accuracy. Zacks et
al. compared three versions of charts, a single thin line for
each bar, a thicker bar, or a projection of a 3D bar [ZLTS98].
They found that while 3D perspective depth cues lowered accuracy, distortions from neighboring elements were a more
damaging source of inaccuracies. Correll et al. explored the
effectiveness of alternate error bar designs on communication of confidence intervals on bar charts [CG14]. Newman
et al. have shown that predictions of averages across a bar
chart always end up weighted lower than they should be as
a result of the alignment of the bars to the bottom end of
the scale [NS12]. Elzer et al. constructed a model of perceptual task effort aimed at improving communication of the
message a bar chart is intended to convey [EGCH06]. Their
work shows that having an understanding of the perceptual
effects going on in a bar chart is critical to making it communicate clearly. All of this work points to an incomplete
understanding of all of the perceptual issues involved in bar
charts.

3. Design Space Overview
The first step to evaluating chart embellishments is defining
what they are. We define embellishments as deviations from
a baseline chart. In the case of a bar chart, deviations include
changes to the shape of the bars, added components, or bars
with an altered set of data encodings.
The second step is classifying the different types of embellishments. There is a wide range of chart embellishment
styles and types, and different embellishments likely have
different impacts on the chart. For example, a curved or
pointed end to a bar means there is no strong line at the end
for the viewer to extend to the value axis. At the same time,
a triangular bar has the angle of the edge of the triangle that
also communicates the data. Bars with quadratically increasing area, or bars that overlap mean the bar’s area does not
accurately encode the data. Overlapping bars share characteristics with Euler diagrams and could lead to a general misinterpretation. Bars that extend below the zero point to allow
labeling may make comparisons between bars more difficult
as the overall height is not proportional to the data. Caps
on bars can introduce ambiguity in what signifies the top
of the bar (the middle of the cap? the bottom edge? the top
edge?). Depending on the qualities of ambiguity that these
embellishments may introduce, it could even be possible to
use them to represent uncertainty, similar to work by Das-
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gupta et al. on displaying visual uncertainty in parallel coordinates [DCK12]. These possibilities provide motivation for
studying the effect of embellishments on graphical perception.
Through an overview of infographics found on Visual.ly [Vis14b], we have identified a set of embellishments
that occur frequently. This set serves as a starting point for
establishing the impact of embellishments on graphical perception.
1. Rounded corners charts (Figure 2a) do not have a strong
line at the end for the viewer to mentally extend to the
value axis. Sometimes these are rounded due to being a
portion of an illustration, or as a part of a pseudo-3D effect.
2. Triangle charts (Figure 1b) have the same issues as the
rounded corners charts, however they also lack any vertical edges to help judge height. These also add a data
encoding, as the angle of the end point changes based on
the height (albeit, not with linear proportionality).
3. Capped bars (Figure 2b) come in many forms, but in all
cases, they have a wider end, or an end with a stronger
color contrast. The change in the visual weight of the bars
is the primary change from the baseline chart.
4. Overlapping triangle charts (Figure 2c) generally have
some level of transparency so the overlapping regions
are visible. The overlapping technique used with these
is used almost exclusively with triangular bar charts for
some reason. This is likely because of the added visual
complexity that comes from overlapping angles rather
than overlapping rectangular regions.
5. Quadratically increasing charts (Figure 2d) have shapes
ranging from simple rectangles or triangles to an illustrated figure like the Shrinking Family Doctor [TGM83].
Still, the most common version of these is triangles.
6. Bars that begin before the origin point (Figure 1a) are often illustrations of real world objects, or the bar labels are
an extension of the bar itself. This embellishment makes
the bar read as being larger than it actually is, possibly
causing the value the bar represents to be misinterpreted.
This set of embellishments was identified as worth exploring for two reasons: they occur frequently in infographics,
and they can be created using standard tools. We conducted
an informal survey on the infographics website Visual.ly in
November 2014 to pick common embellishments to use in
this study.
In addition, all chosen embellishments have some impact
on the salient features of the chart in a way that may change
our ability to interpret the data. Some of them are isolated
versions of a larger set of chart modifications that are done
for a certain effect. Some of them are abstracted versions of
embellishments that occur frequently in different forms. For
example, the capped bar embellishments include a variety of
different caps, however the version we chose is abstracted
to test the general principle of having more visual weight

at the top of the bar than at the bottom. Triangular charts
are extremely prevalent in infographics, at least partly due to
easy creation with tools like Microsoft Excel or Piktochart.
Rounded bar ends are also common in infographics, sometimes as a part of other effects like pseudo 3D cylinders, or
often just as rounded ends.

4. Study
The primary goal that motivates measuring the performance
of visual communication of charts is communication accuracy. This is the foundational first step that validates whether
any secondary goals like communication speed or information retention can even be achieved. To realize this goal,
we adapt the experiment design from Cleveland and McGill
[CM84] and Heer and Bostock’s replication of their experiment [HB10], making necessary changes to study the impact
of embellishments on communication accuracy.
This study relies on comparisons to a baseline chart style.
This chart style uses a grayscale color theme, a clear to read
and familiar font (Helvetica), and standardized labels and
axes. An example of the baseline style for a bar chart can be
found in Figure 3g. Based on our Design Space Overview,
Table 1 shows the details of our hypotheses for each bar
chart embellishment’s performance as compared to the baseline. Overall, we expected most embellishments to perform
roughly equivalent to or worse than the baseline, with a few
exceptions for the bars with end caps. We reasoned that the
end of the bar farthest from the zero line is the most important visual portion. Most of the embellishments either damage an encoding, or reduce the prominence of the end of the
bar farthest from the zero line. The end caps make that portion of a bar more pronounced, so it is possible they will
improve the communication of the chart’s data.

4.1. Materials
Rather than testing the “in the wild” versions of these charts
that often use bright colors, fancy fonts, and all manner of
labeling schemes, we recreated versions of the charts that
deviate from the baseline in a controlled manner, and by only
one criterion at a time (Figure 3). All charts use the same font
and labeling technique as the baseline chart (Figure 3g).
The charts display three values each, labeled A, B, and C
for reference in the questions. We constrain the bars to three
to contain the scope of the study to issues caused directly
by the embellishments, avoiding compound issues that may
appear when two compared bars have many bars between
them (as found by Cleveland and McGill [CM84] and Talbot et al. [TSA14]). The minimum value on the y-axis always starts at 0, while the maximum y-axis value is capped
at 100. To prevent overly simple judgements where the bars
line up with the bottom or top of the y axis, the bar values
are generated randomly in the range from 3 to 97.
c 2015 The Author(s)
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Figure 3: Embellished bar charts simplified for use in the study.
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Modification
Rounded tops
Triangles
End caps
Overlapping triangles
Disproportionate area
Extend below zero

Figure
3a
3b
3c
3d
3e
3f

Absolute Judgement
Hypothesis
Result
equal
worse
worse
worse
better
equal
worse
worse
worse
worse*
worse
equal

Relative Comparison
Hypothesis
Result
equal
worse*
worse
worse*
better
worse*
equal
worse*
equal
worse*
worse
equal

Table 1: Hypotheses for each chart embellishment’s performance as compared to the baseline chart (Figure 3g). Results are
based on differences in average log-error, with statistically significant differences indicated by * with α = 0.0083.

4.2. Procedure
The study began with an introduction page and a short demographic form. This was followed by a page discussing the
procedure for answering questions and a block of one type
of question (Figure 4). At the end of the first block of questions, there was a short break page reminding the user of the
procedure for answering questions and a block of a second
type of question. The order of the two blocks of question
types was randomized to ensure that there were no learning
effects from one question type that would influence the results of the other. The first embellishment type in each block
was rotated per participant, also to ensure that there were
no learning effects from one embellishment type that would
influence the results of the others. The order of the embellishment types for the subsequent embellishment types was
randomized per participant to ensure that transition order between embellishments had no influence on the results.
For some charts, it may not be immediately obvious that
they should be read as bar charts. In these cases, seeing the
baseline bar chart could tip viewers off to the pattern of them
all being bar charts. In the wild, these charts are often encountered without any instructions or context to suggest they
are bar charts (Figure 2). There are several things we did to
ensure viewers come to their own conclusions on how to read
the charts.
First, there was no specific mention of bar charts, column
charts, bars, or columns throughout the study or participant
materials leading up to the study. The charts were merely
referred to as charts, and the bars were referred to by their
label.
Second, the order that the variations were presented to the
participants was controlled. The first embellishment type a
participant saw was cycled per participant ensuring equal
coverage per type, using the Latin Square mentioned previously. The remaining rows of the square were shuffled randomly to distribute the transitions between chart types.
4.2.1. Question Types
The two different question types were designed to test the
main tasks associated with bar charts, comparison between
bars, and reading the value of a single bar.

Study progress:
In the chart below, what is the value of C?
20

100

0

A

B

C
Next

Figure 4: An example of what a survey participant saw when
answering questions. This screen uses the absolute value
question and the baseline bar chart. The participant has entered “20” into the text entry.

a) In the chart below, what is the value of A?
b) In the chart below, what percentage is B of A?
These questions do not address a user’s comprehension
of what the chart communicates. We have intentionally left
off units and only assigned values to the charts, so that we
can focus only on the accuracy of communication and the
perception of the charts. It is possible that these embellishments could impact higher level comprehension based tasks,
however that research is beyond the scope of this study.
c 2015 The Author(s)
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Figure 5: Chart used in the relative-question condition did
not include a y-axis, to ensure that participants compared
the two bars based on their perceived differences rather than
numerical estimation.
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Figure 6: Log error for the absolute value task by embellishment type.

The questions asking about the absolute value of a single
bar (question type a) are simpler to answer, so participants
were shown five of these questions for each of the seven embellishment types for a total of thirty-five questions in this
section. The questions asking the participant to make a comparison between two bars on the chart (question type b) are
more difficult to answer and have more permutations of bar
position along the x-axis, so participants were shown eight of
these questions for each of the seven embellishment types for
a total of 56. In addition, the y-axis is not necessary for this
task, and could actually allow the participants to “cheat” by
first judging the absolute height of each bar and mathematically computing the percentage. To prevent this, the y-axis
was removed from the charts for these questions (Figure 5).

Table 2: Absolute judgements: summary statistics and
Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon Tests Results comparing embellishment types to the baseline. Significant values denoted by
* with α = 0.0083.

4.3. Results

172% (maximum error for the remaining 94 participants was
45%). This result is in line with Heer and Bostock’s crowdsourced graphical perception experiments [HB10], and Mason and Suri’s study examining the data quality on Mechanical Turk [MS12].

We recruited 100 participants through Amazon’s Mechanical Turk for this experiment. Of the original 100 HITs, three
were rejected and re-run by different participants because
over one quarter of their answers were incorrect by more
than 30%, indicating they were not paying attention or did
not fully understand the questions. This resulted in a total
of 103 participants with 100 being paid US $2.00 for their
participation. It took approximately two days to gather all
responses. Average completion time for all participants was
19 minutes and 11 seconds. Our study used a total of 6 embellishments (and 1 control, the baseline), and two question types (absolute/relative), yielding 7 main conditions and
2 sections. Each participant answered questions using all
seven chart types, resulting in 35 absolute and 56 relative
judgements per participant.
Because our experiment is adapted from previous studies in graphical perception, we follow previous methods for
computing errors and confidence intervals [CM84, HB10].
Error was computed using the midmean of log-absolute error (MLAE), and 95% confidence intervals via bootstrapping [CM84]. To mititgate the effect of outliers, 6 participants were removed because their average error exceeded
c 2015 The Author(s)
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Embellishment
baseline
capped
overlapping
quadratic
rounded
triangle
extended

Mean
1.41
1.41
1.64
1.70
1.67
1.70
1.45

SD
1.85
1.68
1.76
1.78
1.77
1.68
1.68

p-value
0.50
0.048
0.007∗
0.009
0.012
0.562

Consistent with the previous studies mentioned above,
the resulting errors in each question type and embellishment group were non-normally distributed. To test the effect of embellishments against the baseline, we compared
the error of each to the baseline condition through six MannWhitney-Wilcoxon tests. We use a Bonferonni correction to
address the problem of multiple comparisons, resulting in
an α = 0.0083 required for rejecting the null hypothesis. All
tests results and parameters are reported in Tables 2 and 3.
To aid visual comparisons, we provide plots of the means
and their 95% confidence intervals in Figures 6 and 7.
4.4. Absolute Judgements
For absolute judgments, which involved estimating the value
of a given bar, only quadratic bars (m = 1.70, sd = 1.78) performed significantly worse than the baseline (m = 1.41, sd =
1.85). One possible explanation is because the area change
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Figure 8: The possible mental operation viewers use to tell
the value of an individual bar depends heavily on the shape
of the top of the bar and the axis.

Figure 7: Log error for relative judgments (comparing two
bars) by embellishment type.
5. Discussion
Table 3: Relative judgements: summary statistics and MannWhitney-Wilcoxon Tests Results comparing embellishment
types to the baseline. Significant values are denoted by * with
α = 0.0083.
Embellishment
baseline
capped
overlapping
quadratic
rounded
triangle
extended

Mean
1.43
1.70
1.82
2.33
1.86
1.85
1.59

SD
1.85
1.68
1.76
1.78
1.77
1.68
1.66

The results of this experiment confirm that common embellishments can significantly impact the perceptual performance of bar charts, and that these impacts differ substantially based on the task (i.e., absolute versus relative judgements).

p-value
∗

0.0013
< 0.001∗
< 0.001∗
< 0.001∗
< 0.001∗
0.097

in the quadratic bars exaggerates the overall size change
and may make it harder to estimate the height of the bar
against the value axis. Other embellishments performed similarly to quadratic in terms of error, including overlapping
(m = 1.64, sd = 1.76), rounded (m = 1.67, sd = 1.77), and
triangle (m = 1.70, sd = 1.68). Notably, both extended (m =
1.45, sd = 1.68) and capped (m = 1.41, sd = 1.68) are similar to the baseline.

4.5. Relative Judgements
The trends in the relative judgement data were strikingly different than the absolute judgement data. Relative judgments
involved estimating the percentage of a given bar to another,
and only the extended embellishments (m = 1.59, sd = 1.66)
performed similarly to the baseline (m = 1.43, sd = 1.85).
In all other cases the baseline condition performed significantly better. Specifically, capped (m = 1.70, sd = 1.68),
overlapping (m = 1.82, sd = 1.76), rounded (m = 1.86, sd =
1.77), and triangle (m = 1.85, sd = 1.68) performed similarly, while quadratic produced much higher error overall
(m = 2.33, sd = 1.78).

Specifically, none of the embellishments tested in this experiment performed better at communication of the data than
the baseline standardized chart. One notable exception is the
capped bar chart, a bar chart with an additional “cap” on
top which is wider than the bottom portion of the bar. These
performed equally well as, and with slightly lower variance
than, the baseline chart for absolute judgement questions.
This result suggests that users indeed rely on strong lines
at the ends of bars to mentally extend the bar end to the
value axis, especially when considering the comparatively
poor performance of the embellishments that distort the top
of the bar (rounded caps, triangles, etc.) – see Figure 8.
All adaptations except the extended embellishment performed significantly worse than the baseline on relative
judgements. Even small changes, for example the rounded
bar, produced a significantly higher error rate. Confirming
the hypothesis of Tufte and others, quadratically-scaled bars
led to large errors in relative judgements, even when compared to similar embellishment styles (i.e. triangles, overlapping triangles).
For designers creating charts, this study produces actionable advice. It is advisable to stay away from creating triangular bar charts. Triangular charts that overlap and that have
quadratically changing areas are especially worth avoiding.
While there are no guarantees about shapes other than triangles with disporportionately changing areas, these results
suggest that it is inadvisable to scale chart elements on two
axes simultaneously. This is in line with common wisdom.
End caps with a strong horizontal top are not advisable for
tasks that involve comparing bars, but are fine (and perhaps
better) for absolute judgements. Bars that have a portion extending below the zero point on the value axis seem to be
c 2015 The Author(s)
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fine to use, assuming the portion that extends is a visibly
different color from the value portion of the bar.
The results of this study qualify findings by
Borkin [BVB∗ 13] and Borgo [BARM∗ 12] suggesting
that memorability can be aided by embellishment. Changes
to charts that affect the primary chart elements can reduce
the communication accuracy of the chart. Increasing the
memorability of a chart is certainly a worthwhile pursuit,
however it must be balanced with the need to communicate
information accurately in the first place.
Several promising areas for future work follow the results of this experiment. Quantifying the impact of embellishments on perceptual accuracy establishes a baseline to
test the impact of other factors that are at play when designing charts. By quantifying the impact of design factors on
perception, it is possible to explore and optimize compromises that may be struck between accurate communication
and high-level design goals.
To increase the reproducability of our study, all study
code is included as supplemental material. All materials and resulting data have also been made available at
https://github.com/dwskau/chart-embellishment.
6. Conclusions
In this paper we present a crowdsourced experiment to investigate the impact of common chart embellishments on the
accuracy of absolute and relative judgements in bar charts.
The results of this experiment establish that bar chart embellishments do indeed have an impact on how well the data
within the chart can be communicated. For nearly all tested
chart embellishments, even small changes like rounding the
top of a bar, led to higher error rate. However, there was one
notable exception, the T-shaped capped bar chart.
These results advance our understanding of the intricacies
of how we use the visual cues in bar charts. They identify
which visual cues in bar charts have the most impact, and
establish a basis for exploring the impact of low-level design
elements in graphical perception.
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